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Abstract

Rigid registration of point clouds with partial overlaps
is a longstanding problem usually solved in two steps: (a)
finding correspondences between the point clouds; (b) fil-
tering these correspondences to keep only the most reliable
ones to estimate the transformation. Recently, several deep
nets have been proposed to solve these steps jointly. We
built upon these works and propose PCAM: a neural net-
work whose key element is a pointwise product of cross-
attention matrices that permits to mix both low-level geo-
metric and high-level contextual information to find point
correspondences. These cross-attention matrices also per-
mits the exchange of context information between the point
clouds, at each layer, allowing the network construct bet-
ter matching features within the overlapping regions. The
experiments show that PCAM achieves state-of-the-art re-
sults among methods which, like us, solve steps (a) and (b)
jointly via deepnets.

1. Introduction
Point cloud registration is the problem of estimating the

rigid transformation that aligns two point clouds. It has
many applications in various domains such as autonomous
driving, motion and pose estimation, 3D reconstruction, si-
multaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM), and aug-
mented reality. The most famous method to solve this task
is ICP [3], for which several improvements have been pro-
posed, modifying the original optimisation process [40, 45]
or using geometric feature descriptors [32] to match points.

Recently, end-to-end learning-based methods combining
point feature extraction, point matching, and point-pairs fil-
tering, have been developed to solve this task. Deep Closest
Point (DCP) [38], improved by PRNet [37], finds point cor-
respondences via an attention matrix and estimate the trans-
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formation by solving a least-squares problem. Deep Global
Registration (DGR) [7] tackles partial-to-partial point cloud
registration by finding corresponding points via deep fea-
tures, computing confidence scores for these pairs, and solv-
ing a weighted least-squares problem to estimate the trans-
formation. IDAM [23] considers all possible pairs of points
in a similarity matrix computed using deep or hand-crafted
features, and proposes a learned two-step filter to select
only relevant pairs for transformation estimation. Finally,
[9, 12, 41] use deep networks and the Sinkhorn algorithm
to find and filter corresponding points.

Our observation is that, when matching points between
point clouds, one would like to find correspondences using
both local fine geometric information, to precisely select the
best corresponding point, and high-level contextual infor-
mation, to differentiate between points with similar local
geometry but from different parts of the scene. The fine ge-
ometric information is naturally extracted at the first layers
of a deep convnet, while the context information is found
in the deepest layers. The existing deep registration meth-
ods estimate the correspondences between point clouds us-
ing features extracted at the deepest layers. Therefore, there
is no explicit control on the amount of fine geometric and
high-level context information encoded in these features.

Instead, we propose to compute point correspondences
at every layer of our deep network via cross-attention ma-
trices, and to combine these matrices via a point-wise mul-
tiplication. This simple yet very effective solution natu-
rally ensures that both low-level geometric and high-level
context information are exploited when matching points. It
also permits to remove spurious matches found only at one
scale. Furthermore, we also exploit these cross-attention
matrices to exchange information between the point clouds
at each layer, allowing the network to exploit context in-
formation from both point clouds to find the best matching
point within the overlapping regions.

The design of our method is inspired by DGR [7], DCP
[38] and PRNet [37]. We exploit cross-attention matrices to
exchange context information between point clouds, like in
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[38, 37, 12], to find the best matches within overlapping re-
gion. Our main contribution is to propose to compute such
cross-attention matrices at every network layer and to com-
bine them to exploit both fine and high-level information
when matching points. Our second contribution is to show
that our method achieves state-of-the-art results on two real
datasets (indoor, outdoor) and on a synthetic one.

2. Related Work
Optimisation-based methods. Iterative Closest Point

(ICP) [6, 3, 44] is the most known algorithm for point
cloud registration. It takes in two point clouds and alternate
between point matching via nearest-neighbour search and
transformation estimation by solving a least-squares prob-
lem. Several improvements of ICP’s steps have been intro-
duced to improve speed, solve the discretisation problem,
become robust to outliers, or incorporate confidence scores
on the correspondences [1, 4, 28, 30, 33]. ICP often con-
verges to a local minimum due to the non-convexity of the
objective function. Therefore, some works propose solu-
tions to widen the basin of attraction of the global optimum
[13, 36], use genetic algorithms [34], or find a good crude
alignment to initialise ICP [26]. Another line of works con-
cerns algorithms with theoretical convergence guarantees to
a global optimum thanks to, e.g., the combination of ICP
and a branch-and-bound technique [40], via convex relax-
ations [27, 29], or thanks to mixed-integer programming
[19]. While theoretically appealing, these approaches usu-
ally suffers from a high computational complexity.

Feature-based point matching. Instead of relying
solely on point coordinates to find correspondences be-
tween points, several approaches have proposed to extract
point feature descriptors by analysing the local, and pos-
sibly global, 3D geometry. Classical methods use hand-
crafted features such as [20, 31, 32, 35] and, more recently,
features extracted thanks to deep networks that take as in-
puts either hand-crafted local features [10, 11, 16, 18, 21,
43], or directly point cloud coordinates [8, 18]. These meth-
ods use these point features to establish correspondences
and rely on RANSAC to estimate the transformation, pos-
sibly using a pre-filtering of the points unlikely to provide
good correspondences [18].

End-to-end learning. Another type of approaches con-
sists in training a network that will establish correspon-
dences between the points of both point clouds, filter these
correspondences to keep only the reliable pairs, and esti-
mate the transformation based on the best pairs of points.
Several methods fall in this category, such as [7, 9, 12,
23, 37, 38, 41] which we described in the introduction.
In addition, let us also mention PointNetLK [2] that ex-
tracts a global feature vector per point cloud and unroll the
Lucas-Kanade algorithm [25] to find the best transforma-
tion aligning the point clouds in feature space, DeepGMR

[42] that maps each point cloud to a parametric probability
distribution via a neural network and estimates the trans-
formation by minimising the KL-divergence between dis-
tributions. [22] proposes a probabilistic registration method
using deep features and learned attention weights. Finally,
[15] proposes a method for multiview registration by jointly
training a pairwise registration module and a global refine-
ment module.

3. Network Architecture
3.1. Problem Statement

We consider the problem of partial-to-partial rigid reg-
istration between two point clouds P = {p1, . . . ,pN} and
Q = {q1, . . . , qM}, with pi, qj ∈ R3. The point clouds
P and Q represent two views of the same scene with par-
tial overlap. Hence, only a subset of the points in P can
have matching points inQ, and vice versa fromQ to P . Let
Pv (resp. Qv) be the subset of points in P (resp. Q) visible
in Q (resp. P). Our goal is to estimate the rotation matrix
Rgt ∈ SO(3) and translation vector tgt ∈ R3 that aligns Pv

on Qv. This transformation can be estimated by solving

min
R,t

∑
p∈Pv

‖Rp+ t−mQ(p)‖22 , (1)

where mQ : Pv → Qv maps any p ∈ Pv to its best match-
ing point q ∈ Qv. Note that we can also estimate the inverse
transformation from Q to P with the map mP :Qv→Pv.

Problem (1) can be solved via an SVD decomposition
[3, 17]. The challenging tasks are the estimations of the
subset of points Pv and Qv, and of the mappings mQ(·)
and mP(·), given only P and Q as inputs.

3.2. Method Overview

Our method is composed of two classical modules: point
matching and point-pair filtering (see Figure 1). The point-
matching module, denoted by g(·, ·), permits us to estimate
two maps m̃Q :P→Q and m̃P :Q→P that provide pairs
of corresponding points between P and Q (even in non-
overlapping regions). The point-pair filtering module, de-
noted by h(·, ·), provides a confidence score to all pairs
(pi, m̃Q(pi))16i6N , (qj , m̃P(qj))16j6M , hence allowing
detection of valid pairs in overlapping regions.

Our main contribution is in g, where we propose the con-
struction of cross-attention matrices at each layer of g and
their combination to obtain point correspondences. These
successive cross-attention matrices are obtained using point
features with an increasing field of view, or scale, thus es-
tablishing point correspondences with increasing scene con-
text. We obtain m̃Q and m̃P by combining all these atten-
tion matrices via pointwise matrix multiplications. Within
overlapping regions, it permits us to improve the quality of
the maps m̃Q and m̃P by filtering out the matches that are
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Figure 1. Overview of our architecture. P andQ enter in the point matching module g(·) that permits the extraction of attention matrices
used to compute one matching point for each input point. Each pair of matching points is then given a confidence score via h(·), which
permits the estimation of the rigid transformation by solving a weighted least-squares problem via SVD.

inconsistent across scales. We also use these cross-attention
matrices to exchange information between P and Q: each
point inP receives, in addition to its own feature, the feature
of the best corresponding point inQ (and vice-versa) before
computing the point feature at the next layer. This process
favours the discovery or rejection of correspondences at the
next layer depending on the level of similarity between cor-
responding points at the current layer.

3.3. First Module: Point Matching

Our point matching module, denoted by
g : (RN×3, RM×3)−→ (RN×M , RN×M ), takes two
unaligned point clouds P andQ as input, and produces two
global attention matrices A

(∗)
PQ and A

(∗)
QP which inform us

on the correspondences between point clouds. These global
attention matrices are constructed (see Sec. 3.3.2) from
L attention matrices, A

(`)
PQ and A

(`)
QP , obtained at layers

` = 1, . . . , L of our deep network (see Sec. 3.3.1).

3.3.1 Layer-wise Cross-Attention Matrices A(`)
PQ, A(`)

QP

Let FP ∈RN×c(`−1)

and FQ ∈RM×c(`−1)

be the features
on P and Q, respectively, at the input of layer `, where
c(`−1) is the size of the feature vectors at the output of layer
`− 1. Each point is thus described by a c(`−1)-dimensional
feature vector. These features enter the `th point convnet
e : R·×c(`−1) −→ R·×c(`)/2 to extract new features of size
c(`)/2 for each input point, to be doubled after concate-
nation of the best corresponding point feature in the other
point cloud (see below). This encoder extracts local geome-
try information around each point in the point cloud thanks
to three residual blocks, each containing two FKAConv [5]
sub-layers. The supplementary material details e(·).

The new feature vectors e(FP) and e(FQ) are used to
compute two attention matrices A(`)

PQ,A
(`)
QP ∈ RN×M with

(A
(`)
PQ)ij =

e aij/s∑M
k=1 e

aik/s
, (A

(`)
QP)ij =

e aij/s∑N
k=1 e

akj/s
,

(2)

where s > 0 is the softmax temperature and

aij =
e(FP)i e(FQ)

ᵀ
j

‖e(FP)i‖2‖e(FQ)j‖2
. (3)

APQ,AQP differ in the normalisation dimension: APQ
transfers information from Q to P , AQP from P to Q.

Finally, we transfer information between point clouds by
computing EP = [e(FP), A

(`)
PQ e(FQ)]∈RN×c(`) ,EQ =

[e(FQ), A
(`)
QP

ᵀ
e(FP)]∈RM×c(`) . EP ,EQ are the output

features of layer ` and input features of layer (` + 1). At
the end of the process, we have extracted two sets of L at-
tention matrices: (A(1)

PQ, . . . ,A
(L)
PQ) and (A

(1)
QP , . . . ,A

(L)
QP).

3.3.2 Global Attention Matrices A(∗)
PQ, A(∗)

QP

We combine the attention matrices of each layer ` via a sim-
ple pointwise multiplication, denoted by �, to obtain

A
(∗)
PQ = A

(1)
PQ � . . .�A

(L)
PQ. (4)

A
(∗)
QP is defined similarly. The motivation for this strategy is

that the successive attention matrices are constructed using
features with an increasing field of view or scale, and we
want to match points only if their features are similar at all
scales, hence the entry-wise multiplication of the attention
coefficients. Another motivation is to permit to backpropa-
gate gradients directly from the loss to each layer `.
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3.3.3 Soft and Sparse Maps

There exists two standards ways to match points once the
global attention matrices are available: soft and sparse map-
pings. We explore the performance of both approaches in
this work. The soft map m̃Q(·) is defined as

m̃Q(pi) =

∑M
j=1(A

(∗)
PQ)i,j qj∑M

k=1 (A
(∗)
PQ)i,k

(5)

for points (pi)16i6N . It maps P to R3 rather than Q. The
sparse map m̃Q(·) is defined as

m̃Q(pi) = qj∗ , where j∗ = argmax
j

(A
(∗)
PQ)ij . (6)

It maps P to Q, but it is not differentiable and it prevents
backpropagation from the confidence network to the point-
matching network. Yet, the point-matching network will
still be trained using a cross-entropy loss on the attention
matrices (Sec. 3.6). The mapping m̃P fromQ to P or R3 is
constructed similarly using A

(∗)
QP .

3.4. Second Module: Confidence Estimation

The module in Sec. 3.3 produces pairs of matching
points (pi, m̃Q(pi)) and (qj , m̃P(qj)) for all points in P
and Q. However, as we are tackling partial-to-partial reg-
istration, only subsets of P and Q match to one another.
Hence, there are many incorrect matches which need to be
filtered out. We detect these incorrect matches by concate-
nating each pair in a vector [pᵀ

i , m̃Q(pi)
ᵀ]ᵀ ∈ R6, and then

pass these N pairs into the confidence estimation module
h : R·×6 −→ (0, 1)·×1 which outputs a confidence score
wpi for each input pair. The same module h is used for
pairs (qj , m̃P(qj)) and yieldsM corresponding scoreswqj

.
The confidence estimator is a point convnet with 9 residual
blocks, each containing 2 FKAConv sub-layers. The con-
fidence score are thus estimated using context information
provided by the point convolution onP (orQ). The detailed
network architecture is in the supplementary material.

3.5. Transformation Estimation

We estimate the rotation and translation from P to Q by
solving a weighted least-squares problem, using the weights
wpi

given by the confidence estimator:

(Rest, test) = argmin
R,t

N∑
i=1

φ(wpi
) ‖Rpi + t− m̃Q(pi)‖22 .

(7)

The function φ : R −→ R applies hard-thresholding on the
confidence scores by setting to zero the less confident ones.
The above problem can be solved with an SVD [17, 38].

3.6. Losses

The networks g(·, ·) and h(·, ·) and trained under super-
vision using a first loss, denoted by Lca that applies on the
attention matrices A

(∗)
PQ,A

(∗)
QP and the sum of other losses,

Lcc and Lgc, that apply on the confidence scores wpi , wqj .
The complete training loss satisfies Lca + Lcc + Lgc.

3.6.1 Loss on the Attention Matrices

The role of the attention matrices A(∗)
PQ,A

(∗)
QP is to identify

mappings between P and Q for the final registration task.
The pairs of points identified at this stage should include, as
a subset, the ideal pairs encoded by mP and mQ. Identify-
ing this subset is the role of the confidence estimator h(·, ·).

The ideal map mP and mQ are estimated as follows.
For each point pi, we search the closest point qj∗(i)
to Rgtpi + tgt in Q and consider the pair (pi, qj∗(i))
as valid if Rgtpi + tgt is also the closest point to
qj∗(i) in {Rgtpu + tgt}u. More precisely, let us de-
fine j∗(u) = argminj ‖Rgtpu + tgt − qj‖2 and i∗(v) =
argminv ‖Rgtpi + tgt − qv‖2 , The ideal maps satisfy
mQ(pu) = qv, mP(qv) = pu, ∀(u, v) ∈ C, where C =
{(u, v) | j∗(u) = v, u = i∗(v)}.Only a subset of the points
are in C, even in overlapping regions. For convenience, we
also define the set of points in P for which a corresponding
point exists in Q by CP = {u | ∃ v ∈ JMK s.t. (u, v) ∈ C}.
The set CQ is defined similarly for the inverse mapping.

We consider a contrastive classification loss, such as
used in [7, 23, 9], denoted by Lca = Lca

PQ + Lca
QP . Lca

PQ
enforces a good mapping from P to Q and satisfies

Lca
PQ = − 1

N

∑
(u,v)∈C

log
[
(A

(∗)
PQ)uv

]

= − 1

N

L∑
`=1

∑
(u,v)∈C

log

 e (a(`)
uv/s)∑M

j=1 e
(a

(`)
uj /s)

 . (8)

Lca
QP is defined likewise. All points are constrained in (8)

thanks to the softmax involved in the attention matrices. In
cases where C contains only few points, rather than aug-
menting C with pairs of worse quality, we leave C untouched
to force the point matching network to identify the most re-
liable pairs (along with bad ones) and let the second module
learn how to filter the bad pairs.

3.6.2 Losses on the Confidence Scores

To train the confidence estimator h(·, ·), we consider classi-
fication and geometric losses.

The classification losses are built by measuring the qual-
ity of the maps m̃Q, m̃P at each input point. If a mapped
point m̃Q(pi) is close to the ideal target point Rgtpi + tgt,
then the pair (pi, m̃Q(pi)) is considered accurate and wpi
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should be close to 1, and 0 otherwise. The classification
loss thus satisfies Lcc = Lcc

PQ + Lcc
QP , where

Lcc
PQ = −

(
1

N

∑
i

ypi log(wpi) + (1− ypi) log(1− wpi)

)
,

ypi =

{
1, if ‖Rgtpi + tgt − m̃Q(pi)‖2 6 κ,

0, otherwise,
(9)

and κ > 0 is a threshold to decide if a pair of points is
accurate or not. The second loss Lcc

QP is defined similarly
by considering the inverse mapping.

The threshold κ > 0 to decide pair accuracy is some-
what arbitrary. To mitigate the effect of this choice, we also
consider the geometric loss Lgc = Lgc

PQ + Lgc
QP where

Lgc
PQ =

∑
i

wpi

N
‖Rgtpi + tgt − m̃Q(pi)‖2. (10)

Lgc
QP is defined using wqj and the inverse transformation.

Whenever the distance between a mapped point and its ideal
location is large, then wpi

should be small. On the contrary,
when this distance is small, thenwpi

can be large. Note that
this geometric losses can be used only in combination with
the classification losses Lcc as otherwise wpi , wqj = 0 is a
trivial useless solution.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Training Parameters

We evaluate our method on real (indoor, outdoor) and
synthetic datasets. The indoor dataset is 3DMatch [43].
We use the standard train/test splits and the procedure of
[7, 10, 11, 8] to generate pairs of scans with at least 30%
of overlap for training and testing. During training, as in
[7], we apply data augmentation using random rotations in
[0◦, 360◦) around a random axis, and random scalings in
[0.8, 1.2]. For the experiments on outdoor data, we use the
KITTI odometry dataset [14] and follow the same protocol
as [7]: GPS-IMU is used to create pairs of scans that are
at least 10m apart; the ground-truth transformation is com-
puted using GPS followed by ICP. Unlike in [7], we do not
use data augmentation during training on KITTI. For syn-
thetic data, we use ModelNet40 [39] and follow the setup
of [37] to simulate partial registration problems.

All models are trained using AdamW [24], with a weight
decay of 0.001, a batch size of 1, and a learning rate of
0.001. On 3Dmatch and KITTI, the models are trained for
100 epochs with a learning rate divided by 10 after 60 and
80 epochs. On ModelNet40, it is sufficient to train the mod-
els for 10 epochs (with a learning rate divided by 10 after
6 and 8 epochs) to observe convergence. All results are
reported using the models obtained at the last epoch. The
temperature s in (2) is set to s = 0.03.

φ Opt. Saf. TEall REall Recall TE RE

FGR [45] 42.7 0.11 4.08
RANSAC [31] 74.9 0.09 2.92

DCP [38] 3.2 0.21 8.42
PointNetLK [2] 1.6 0.21 8.04

DGR [7] 0.47 17.4 73.9 0.09 2.97
DGR [7] X 0.38 13.4 81.5 0.08 2.56
DGR [7] X X 0.33 11.8 86.6 0.07 2.34
DGR [7] X X X 0.25 9.5 91.2 0.07 2.42

PCAM-Sparse 0.44 16.3 74.9 0.08 2.98
PCAM-Sparse X 0.35 13.0 83.8 0.07 2.43
PCAM-Sparse X X 0.32 11.8 87.0 0.07 2.11
PCAM-Sparse X X X 0.23 8.9 92.4 0.07 2.16

PCAM-Soft 0.46 17.5 74.7 0.09 3.01
PCAM-Soft X 0.37 13.1 81.4 0.08 2.50
PCAM-Soft X X 0.33 11.9 85.6 0.07 2.12
PCAM-Soft X X X 0.24 9.8 91.3 0.07 2.25

Table 1. Results on 3DMatch test split. The recall is computed
using 0.3 m and 15◦ as thresholds. The scores of all variants of
DGR are obtained using the official implementation of DGR [7],
and those of the other concurrent methods are reported from [7].
The columns ‘φ’, ‘Opt.’, and ‘Saf.’ indicate respectively whether
hard-thresholding on the confidence scores, the pose refinement of
[7], and the safeguard registration of [7], are used or not.

4.2. Metrics

The performance on 3DMatch and KITTI is measured
using the metrics of [7]: the translation error (TE) and ro-
tation error (RE) are defined as TE(test) = ||test − tgt||2
and RE(Rest) = acos

[
(Tr(Rᵀ

gtRest)− 1)/2
]
, respectively.

We also computed the metric coined ‘recall’ in [7], which
is the percentage of registrations whose rotation and trans-
lation errors are both smaller than predefined thresholds,
i.e., the proportion of successful registrations. We report
the average rotation error REall and translation error TEall

on all pairs of scans, as well as average rotation error RE
and translation error TE on the subset of successful regis-
trations. Performance on ModelNet40 is computed using
the metrics of [37].

4.3. Comparison with Existing Methods

We report in this section the performance of PCAM on
3DMatch and KITTI. The results obtained on ModelNet40
are available in the supplementary material and show that
PCAM outperforms the concurrent methods on this dataset.
In what follows, PCAM-Soft and PCAM-Sparse refer to our
method with soft (5) and sparse maps (6), respectively.
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φ Opt. ICP TEall REall Recall TE RE

FGR [45] 0.2 0.41 1.02
RANSAC [31] 34.2 0.26 1.39
FCGF [8] 98.2 0.1 0.33

DGR [7] 0.77 2.32 63.1 0.28 0.56
DGR [7] X 0.76 2.32 63.4 0.28 0.56
DGR [7] X X 0.34 1.62 96.6 0.21 0.33
DGR [7] X X X 0.16 1.43 98.2 0.03 0.14

PCAM - Soft 0.18 1.00 97.2 0.08 0.33
PCAM - Sparse 0.22 1.17 96.5 0.08 0.31
PCAM - Soft X 0.12 0.79 98.0 0.03 0.14
PCAM - Sparse X 0.17 1.04 97.4 0.03 0.14

Table 2. Results on KITTI test split. The recall is computed using
0.6 m and 5◦ as thresholds. The scores of all variants of DGR
are obtained using the official implementation of DGR [7], and
those of the other concurrent methods are reported from [7]. The
columns ‘φ’, ‘Opt.’, and ‘ICP’ indicate respectively whether hard-
thresholding on the confidence scores, the pose refinement of [7],
and post-processing by ICP, are used or not.

4.3.1 Indoor Dataset: 3DMatch

We train PCAM on 3DMatch usingL = 6 layers, with point
clouds obtained by samplingN =M = 4096 points at ran-
dom from the voxelised point clouds (voxel size of 5 cm).
The parameter κ in (9) is set at 12 cm.

For a thorough comparison with DGR [7], we study the
performance of PCAM after applying each DGR’s post-
processing steps: filtering the confidence weights with φ,
refining the pose estimation using the optimisation pro-
posed in [7], and using the same safeguard as in [7]. The
threshold applied in φ is tuned on 3DMatch’s validation set.
The safeguard is activated when the `1-norm of the confi-
dence weights is below a threshold, in which case the trans-
formation is estimated using RANSAC (see details in [7]).
For a fair comparison with DGR, we compute this second
threshold such that DGR and PCAM use the safeguard on
the same proportion of scans.

We report the performance of PCAM and concurrent
methods in Table 1. PCAM achieves the best results and this
is confirmed in the curves of Fig. 2. We provide illustrations
of the quality of matched points and registrations in the sup-
plementary material. We did not compare PCAM with RLL,
which is not performing as well as DGR on 3DMatch [22].

4.3.2 Outdoor Dataset: KITTI

We train PCAM on 3DMatch using L = 6 layers with point
clouds of (at most)N =M = 2048 points drawn at random
from the voxelised point clouds (voxel size of 30 cm). The
parameter κ in (9) is set at 60 cm.

The performance of our method is compared to others

in Table 2. As scores after refinement of DGR registra-
tion by ICP are reported on this dataset in [7], we also in-
clude the scores of PCAM after the same refinement in this
table. PCAM outperforms DGR on all metrics with both
sparse (6) and soft (5) maps, except on the recall when using
sparse maps, where it is just 0.1 point behind DGR. When
combined with ICP, PCAM also achieves better results than
DGR except on the recall but where it is just 0.2 point be-
hind with soft maps and 0.8 with sparse maps. Finally, we
notice in Fig. 2 a clear advantage of PCAM over DGR for
the estimation of the translation. Note that PCAM achieves
better performance than DGR without the need to use φ, nor
used the pose refinement of [7]; we did not notice any sig-
nificant improvement when using them on KITTI. We com-
pare PCAM to RLL on the version of KITTI used in [22]:
PCAM outperforms RLL with a recall of 84.7% for sparse
maps and 86.5% for soft maps, vs 76.9% for RLL.

4.4. Ablation Study

In this section, we conduct two ablation studies: the first
justifies our choice of the training loss; the second demon-
strates the benefit of the product of attention matrices and
of the exchange of contextual information between point
clouds. The performance of the trained models are evalu-
ated on the validation set of the considered datasets. On
3DMatch and KITTI, the input point clouds are obtained by
drawing at random (at most) N = M = 2048 points from
the voxelised point clouds. Because of these random draws,
different evaluations lead to different scores. To take into
account these variations, we report the average scores and
the standard deviations obtained using three evaluations on
the validation set for each trained model. On ModelNet40,
we do not subsample the point clouds. The rotation Rest and
translation test are computed using the method described in
Sec. 3.5 without using any hard-thresholding on the confi-
dence scores. We conduct experiments with L=2 or L=6
layers. For the experiments at L=2, two models are trained
from different initialisation and the reported average scores
and the standard deviations are computed using both mod-
els. One model is trained for the experiments at L=6.

4.4.1 Training Loss

The experiments in this section are conducted with L=2
layers and using the product of attention matrices (4).

We recall that the loss Lcc cannot be removed as there
exists a trivial solution where all the confidence scores are
equal to zero in absence of this loss. Hence, the only loss
that can be removed is Lgc. The results in Table 3 show that
removing Lgc yields worse performance both with soft and
sparse mappings. We explain this result by the fact that Rest

and test are obtained using a slightly modified version of
Lgc at test time (see Sec. 3.5), hence the presence of Lgc at
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3DMatch KITTI ModelNet40

Lca Lga Lgc �` A
(`) A(L) A L Rec. (%) REall TEall Rec. (%) REall TEall

RMSE (R)
(×10−3)

RMSE (t)
(×10−3)

So
ft

m
ap

X X X X 2 53.7 (1.8) 36.4 (1.9) 0.49 (0.03) 93.4 (0.6) 3.0 (0.2) 0.45 (0.02) 18 (1.2) 0.13 (0.002)

X X X 2 52.3 (0.6) 36.3 (1.0) 0.49 (0.01) 94.3 (0.5) 2.5 (0.1) 0.42 (0.02) 15 (2.7) 0.09 (0.014)

X X 2 45.9 (1.5) 41.9 (2.5) 0.55 (0.03) 93.7 (0.3) 3.0 (0.1) 0.44 (0.01) 18 (1.1) 0.12 (0.015)

X X X 2 19.4 (2.7) 67.4 (1.5) 0.85 (0.02) 90.9 (1.1) 3.1 (0.1) 0.52 (0.04) 494 (218) 1.78 (0.879)

X X X 2 37.1 (2.9) 47.9 (2.2) 0.65 (0.02) 90.4 (0.9) 3.5 (0.1) 0.61 (0.08) 38 (3.9) 0.28 (0.007)

X X X 2 37.3 (1.4) 47.2 (0.6) 0.65 (0.01) 92.7 (0.4) 2.8 (0.2) 0.53 (0.01) 66 (10.5) 0.39 (0.010)

X X X 6 82.4 (0.3) 13.5 (0.3) 0.21 (0.01) 95.4 (0.3) 2.2 (0.1) 0.33 (0.01) 16 0.11
X X X 6 76.6 (1.9) 18.2 (0.8) 0.27 (0.01) 93.5 (0.8) 2.9 (0.03) 0.46 (0.03) 22 0.16
X X X 6 64.4 (1.1) 27.8 (0.6) 0.38 (0.01) 93.9 (0.0) 2.0 (0.1) 0.33 (0.01) 28 0.16

Sp
ar

se
m

ap

X N/A X X 2 52.4 (2.1) 38.6 (2.0) 0.51 (0.02) 94.6 (0.5) 2.8 (0.5) 0.39 (0.02) 19 (1.9) 0.10 (0.016)

X N/A X 2 48.5 (1.0) 39.4 (1.5) 0.53 (0.02) 94.4 (0.4) 2.6 (0.4) 0.36 (0.03) 24 (6.6) 0.14 (0.031)

X N/A X X 2 54.1 (3.8) 36.0 (2.7) 0.49 (0.03) 94.2 (0.5) 2.6 (0.2) 0.43 (0.05) 15 (0.4) 0.09 (0.002)

X N/A X X 2 50.9 (1.3) 38.9 (1.5) 0.52 (0.02) 94.6 (0.8) 2.7 (0.3) 0.43 (0.03) 17 (1.3) 0.09 (0.004)

X N/A X X 6 81.6 (1.2) 16.3 (1.2) 0.24 (0.01) 95.9 (0.3) 2.3 (0.05) 0.33 (0.01) 36 0.20
X N/A X X 6 78.4 (1.1) 17.5 (1.3) 0.24 (0.01) 96.5 (0.3) 2.4 (0.1) 0.46 (0.003) 27 0.15
X N/A X X 6 68.0 (1.1) 25.9 (0.5) 0.34 (0.01) 95.7 (0.3) 1.9 (0.1) 0.33 (0.01) 18 0.10

Table 3. Ablation study on the validation set of 3DMatch, KITTI, and ModelNet40. The losses Lca, Lgc Lga are defined in the main
paper. The global attention matrix A(∗) is either equal to the pointwise multiplication of all the attention matrices (�`A

(`)), or to the last
attention matrix (A(L)), or to the attention matrix (A) computed at the last layer of our network in a version where we have removed all the
intermediate attention matrices ` = 1, . . . , L (see main paper for details).

training time probably improves the quality of confidence
scores for the estimation of the transformation.

With soft maps (5), we can use another loss to train g in
replacement or in complement to Lca. The motivation for
this loss is that Lca penalises all points that are not mapped
correctly to the ideal target point in the same way, whether
the mapped point is close to the ideal location or far away.
Instead, we can consider the possibility to use a geometric
loss, Lga = Lga

PQ + Lga
QP , that takes into account the dis-

tance between the estimated and ideal corresponding points:

Lga
PQ =

1

|CP |
∑
u∈CP

‖m̃Q(pu)−mQ(pu)‖2 . (11)

Lga
QP is defined likewise using CQ. Note that it can be used

to train g only in the case of soft maps (5) as m̃Q is not
differentiable when using sparse maps (6). The results in
Table 3 show that the performance drops significantly when
using Lga alone. Note that a similar observation was made
in [46]. Finally, using Lga + Lca yields mildly better per-
formance only on 3DMatch compared to using Lca alone.

In view of these results, we chose to train PCAM using
Lca + Lcc + Lgc, both for soft and sparse maps.

4.4.2 Role of the Attention Matrices

Product of attention matrices: �`A
(`) vs A(L). To show

the benefit of mixing low-level geometric information and
high-level context information via the proposed product
of attention matrices (4), we compare the performance of
PCAM when replacing (4) by A(∗) = A(L), i.e., using only
the cross-attention matrix at the deepest layer. Note that the
matrices A(1), . . . ,A(L−1) are still present in g.

We expect the interest of the mix of information (4) to
appear at large L (so that there is enough information to
mix) and on challenging datasets where small overlaps and
large transformations yield many ambiguities to be resolved
for accurate point matching. In that respect, the most chal-
lenging dataset used in this work is 3DMatch. One can in-
deed verify in Table 3 that all models yields quite similar
and very good results on KITTI and ModelNet40, leaving
little room to clearly observe the impact of different net-
work architectures. On ModelNet40, we highlight that all
scores are close to zero (the scores are multiplied by 103 in
Table 3) which makes it difficult to rank the different strate-
gies as the difference between them could be due to training
noise. In contrast, the impact of different choices of archi-
tecture is much more visible on 3DMatch.

We clearly observe the benefit of increasing L from 2
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Figure 2. Registration recall vs rotation and translation error thresholds for KITTI (left) and 3DMatch (right).

to 6, and of mixing low-level geometric information and
high-level context via the product of cross-attention matri-
ces at L = 6 on 3DMatch. At L=2, we observe a benefit
of the product of attention matrices when using soft maps
on 3DMatch, while this advantage is not visible when using
sparse maps. We explain this fact because the product can
make the soft maps more tightly concentrated around the
found corresponding points, yielding better quality maps.
This effect is invisible with sparse maps at L=2 because,
by construction, these maps are tightly concentrated around
the corresponding points that are found.

Sharing contextual information: A(L) vs A. To
show the benefit of exchanging information between
point clouds via the intermediate cross-attention matrices
A(1), . . . ,A(L−1), we conduct experiments where we re-
move all intermediate matrices but the last one, which we
denote by A. As before, we expect the benefit of this strat-
egy to be more visible at largeL and on challenging datasets
such as 3DMatch. The results in Table 3 confirm this result
where the benefit of exchanging contextual information is
particularly noticeable at L = 6 on 3DMatch.

5. Discussion
In this section we differentiate our method from the most

closely related works on three main aspects: exchange of
contextual information between point clouds, computation
of the pairs of corresponding points, and point-pair filtering.

Exchange of contextual information. Multiple cross-
attention layers in PCAM allows the network to progres-
sively exchange information between point clouds at every
layer to find the best matches in overlapping regions. DCP
[38], PRNet [37], and OPRNet [9] use transformer layers
that also exchange information between point clouds, but
only in the deepest layers of their convnet. PREDATOR
[18] uses one cross-attention layer in the middle of their U-
Net, hence only exchanging high-level contextual informa-
tion. The newly published method [12] uses several cross-
attention layers but, unlike us, does not merge them for
point matching. There is no exchange of information be-
tween point clouds in [7, 23, 41].

Point matching. PCAM uses multiple cross-attention
matrices that allows the network to exploit both fine-grained

geometric information and high-level context to find pairs
of corresponding points. In contrast, DCP [38] and PR-
Net [37] use only one attention layer at the deepest layer of
their network, which might limit their performance due to
the lack of this fine-grained geometric information. RPM-
Net[41], OPRNet [9] use a single Sinkhorn layer to es-
tablish the correspondences. IDAM [23] replaces the dot
product operator by a learned convolution module that com-
putes the similarity score between point features. The point-
matching module in [15] is equivalent to ours in the non-
optimal setup of one attention A.

Point filtering. PCAM first constructs pairs of corre-
sponding points and assign to each of them a confidence
score using a point convolution network. A similar strat-
egy is used in [15]. DCP [38] does not have any filter-
ing step, hence cannot handle partial-to-partial registration.
Before starting to match points, PRNet [37] first selects a
subset of points to be matched in each point cloud using
the `2-norm of point features. Similarly to PRNet [37],
PREDATOR [18] also start with a selection of points to
be matched in each point cloud, using the learned overlap
probability and matchability scores. DGR [7] uses a sim-
ilar process to PCAM but uses 6D convolutions to predict
the confidence score, whereas we use 3D convolutions with
6D point-features (the concatenation of the coordinates of
the point itself and its match point). IDAM [23] proposes a
two-stage point elimination technique where points are in-
dividually filtered first; pairs of points are then discarded.
Finally, [9, 12, 41] use their Sinkhorn layer to filter outliers.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we have proposed a novel network architec-

ture where we transfer information between point clouds to
find the best match within the overlapping regions, and mix
low-level geometric information and high-level contextual
knowledge to find correspondences between point clouds.
Our experiments show that this architecture achieves state-
of-the-art results on several datasets.
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